Weekly Media Summary from the Media Relations team – w/c 08 – 19 July

Press Releases
Sniffing out Bladder Cancer – new diagnostic test
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/uwenews/news.aspx?id=2588
UWE Bristol's 'agile' robot submarine wins prize in European underwater challenge
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2589
Accelerated two-year degrees attractive to students seeking to save on cost of higher education
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2590
UWE Bristol awards Honorary Degree to Sir Michael Pitt
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2591
UWE Bristol awards Honorary Degree to Grant Watson OBE
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2592
Mini Mortarboards: UWE Bristol hosts Children's University Graduation ceremony
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2593
Project Zulu tour raised the roof
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2594
UWE Bristol awards Honorary Degree to Rob Hopkins
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2595
UWE Bristol awards Honorary Degree to Jenny Body OBE FRAeS
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2596
Mobile phone runs on urine power*
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2598
New self-help app for anxiety launched with students in mind
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2599
UWE Bristol awards Honorary Degree to Tom Morris
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2600
UWE Bristol awards Honorary Degree to Katie Alcott
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2601

UWE Bristol awards Honorary Degree to Stephen Fear
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2602

UWE Bristol award Honorary Degree to Mary Prior MBE DStJ JP
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2603

UWE Bristol invests £15.8m in students at risk of missing out on higher education

http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2604

Double success as father and daughter graduate from UWE on the same day
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2605

UWE Bristol photography students help at National Portrait Exhibition at M Shed
http://info.uwe.ac.uk/news/UWENews/news.aspx?id=2606

Press and online coverage
*There is a separate media coverage report listing the extensive global media coverage for Dr
Ioannis Ieropoulos’s research on Mobile phones runs on urine power. Available (here LINK)
Monday 08 July
Bristol 24/7 - UWE moves into England’s top six for graduate employment
http://www.bristol247.com/2013/07/08/uwe-moves-into-englands-top-six-for-graduateemployment-18981/
Herald Scotland - Device can detect bladder cancer
http://www.heraldscotland.com/news/health/device-can-detect-bladder-cancer.21541293
Device can sniff out bladder cancer
http://uk.news.yahoo.com/device-sniff-bladder-cancerTuesday 09 July
BBC Online - Urine odour test for bladder cancer
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-23231195
Scientist Live - Sniffing out bladder cancer – new diagnostic test
http://www.scientistlive.com/content/sniffing-out-bladder-cancer-%E2%80%93-new-diagnostic-test
Bristol 24/7 - Bristol scientists develop bladder cancer sniffer dog
http://www.bristol247.com/2013/07/09/bristol-scientists-develop-bladder-cancer-sniffer-dog66442/
Medical News Today - Bladder Cancer Sniffed Out By Urine Tester
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/263029.php
Huffington Post - New Device Can 'Sniff' Out Bladder Cancer, Says Scientists
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2013/07/08/bladder-cancer-causestreatment_n_3561844.html?utm_hp_ref=uk
Daily Mail – The test that can 'smell' bladder cancer long before symptoms develop and is 100%
accurate
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2358366/The-test-smell-bladder-cancer-long-symptomsdevelop-100-accurate.html

University News - UWE Bristol in top six English Universities for employment of graduates
http://www.universitiesnews.com/2013/07/09/uwe-bristol-in-top-six-english-universities-foremployment-of-graduates/
Fox News – New scent machine can help diagnose those with bladder cancer
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2013/07/09/new-scent-machine-can-help-diagnose-those-withbladder-cancer/
News Track India – Now device that could help detect bladder cancer through urine scent
http://www.newstrackindia.com/newsdetails/2013/07/09/37-Now-device-that-could-help-detectbladder-cancer-through-urine-scent.html
Wednesday 10 July
Ekantipur – British college gets accreditation from UK univeristy
http://ekantipur.com/2013/07/05/headlines/British-College-gets-accreditation-from-UKUniversity/374368/
Thursday 11 July
Independent – A-Z of universities
http://www.independent.co.uk/student/into-university/az-uni-colleges/west-of-england-universityof-the-uwe-754689.html
Telegraph – Cost of a degree to rise to 26,000 after tuition fee hike
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/educationnews/10172015/Cost-of-a-degree-to-rise-to26000-after-tuition-fee-hike.html
South West Business – Renewable energy firm marine current turbines and UWE win share of £19m
http://www.southwestbusiness.co.uk/news/11072013114728-renewable-energy-firm-marinecurrent-turbines-and-uwe-win-share-of--19m/
Wednesday 17 July
Eurograduate - New self-help app for anxiety launched with students in mind
http://www.eurograduate.com/article.asp?id=4460&pid=2
Thursday 18 July
South West Business – Entrepreneur Grant Watson who has a passion for Bristol recognised with
honorary degree
http://www.southwestbusiness.co.uk/news/17072013094617-entrepreneur-grant-watson-who-hasa-passion-for-bristol-recognised-with-honorary-degree/
Printed Electronics Now – UWE Adapts biomedical expertise into PE
http://www.printedelectronicsnow.com/articles/2013/07/uweadapts-biomedical-expertise-into-pe
This is Bristol - Entrepreneur with passion for city recognised with honorary degree
http://www.thisisbristol.co.uk/Entrepreneur-passion-city-recognised-honorary/story-19528314detail/story.html

Media Appearances
Norman Ratcliffe was interviewed on BBC Radio Five Live, JackFM, BBC Radio Bristol regarding his
work in developing Odoreader® a device that can ‘sniff’ out bladder cancer.
Chris Alford was on BBC Radio Solent discussing sleep deprivation.
Graham Parkhurst was interviewed by BBC Radio Oxford about Oxford’s attempts to solve its air
quality issue through traffic regulation.
Paul Gough was interviewed for an article in The Big Issue about the Art of War.

